Joe Biden Visits UCSF to Speak About Cancer Moonshot

Black History Month 2016: Reflecting on the Impact of Race

Computing for the Cure: Finding Cancer's Hidden Weaknesses

Teach-In with Soledad O'Brien Spurs Dialogue About Injustice

UFC In The News

New Gene Discovery Could Lead To Earlier Lyme Test And Diagnosis
Forbes | Using RNA sequencing, infectious disease specialist Charles Chiu, MD, PhD, found a genetic signature in white blood cells that could be used to diagnose Lyme Disease.

S.F. Startup Lully Aims To Help Parents Calm Kids' Night Terrors
SFGate | Pediatric neurologist Jessica Litwin, MD, weighs in on new tool to soothe children's night terrors.

Campus Announcements

Webcast of Open Plan Workspace Town Hall: Watch UCSF leaders discuss their findings on open plan workspaces and how these discoveries will influence future planning. Watch »

Submissions Due for Chancellor Awards: If a colleague has excelled in public service, university service or university management, make sure they're recognized for their good work. Nominations due by March 1. Read more »

Increased Traffic Expected in Mission Bay: On March 8, Kaiser Permanente will open a new medical office building across from the Rutter Center. Employees should allow more time for their daily commute. Read more »

Upcoming Events

'Carry The One' Podcast Bake Sale
March 2, 2016

Kids’ Safety Workshop for UCSF Families
March 5, 2016

Bay Area Diabetes Summit
March 13, 2016

More upcoming events...